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Low power mapping for AND/XOR circuits and its application in searching the best
mixed-polarity�
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Abstract: A low power mapping algorithm for technology independent AND/XOR circuits is proposed. In this
algorithm, the average power of the staticmixed-polarity Reed–Muller (MPRM) circuits is minimized by generating
a two-input gates circuit to optimize the switching active of nodes, and the power and area of MPRM circuits are
estimated by using gates from a given library. On the basis of obtaining an optimal power MPRM circuit, the
best mixed-polarity is found by combining an exhaustive searching method with polarity conversion algorithms.
Our experiments over 18 benchmark circuits show that compared to the power optimization for fixed-polarity
Reed–Muller circuits and AND/OR circuits, power saving is up to 44.22% and 60.09%, and area saving is up to
14.13% and 32.72%, respectively.
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1. Introduction

The increasing complexity and high-performance require-
ments of modern integrated circuits (IC) have naturally led to
very high power consumption, which results in the problems
of package, thermal and stability in IC. Low power is one of
the important objectives of VLSI designs. In particular, it has
become the most important restraint exceeding area and per-
formance in portable systemsŒ1�. Once low power designs for
VLSIs still focus on AND/OR circuits. Research indicates that
AND/XOR circuits are more easily testable compared to tradi-
tional AND/OR circuitsŒ2�, and they also provide a more com-
pact structure in several applicationsŒ3; 4�, e.g., linear circuits,
arithmetic circuits and telecommunication systems. Therefore,
there is an urgent need for low power designs for AND/XOR
circuits.

Technology mapping involves the optimal implementa-
tion of a logic function using gates from a given library,
while low power mapping is a problem of mapping a tech-
nology independent circuit to a technology specific one with
power as optimization metricŒ5�. At the logic design level,
switching activity is the principal parameter for power re-
duction in low power mapping. Low power mapping algo-
rithms try to minimize the power of NAND networksŒ6�, AND
networksŒ7�, and XOR networksŒ8; 9�. In low power mapping
for AND/XOR circuits, a multi-input AND/XOR gate needs
be decomposed into a tree of two-input gates with minimiz-
ing switching activityŒ5�. For an n-input AND/XOR circuit,
2n fixed-polarity Reed–Muller (FPRM) realizations and 3n

mixed-polarity Reed–Muller (MPRM) realizations are possi-
bleŒ10�. Usually, low power mapping for AND/XOR circuits
is centered on FPRM realizationsŒ3; 8�, but FPRM realizations

are a subset of MPRM realizations. Hence, using MPRM real-
izations is more likely to minimize power compared to using
FPRM realizations in low power mapping for AND/XOR cir-
cuits.

In this paper, estimation models of the power and area
for AND/XOR circuits are created based on an overall con-
sideration of switching activity and load capacitance at nodes,
and a fast low power mapping algorithm for AND/XOR cir-
cuits is proposed to optimize the circuit activity by analyz-
ing the dynamic power model of static CMOS circuits and the
transition characteristic of signal probabilities. Then, an algo-
rithm of searching the best mixed-polarity is presented, where
MPRM realizations under arbitrary polarities are obtained by
using polarity conversion algorithms, and the best polarities are
found by an exhaustive searching method. Finally, our search-
ing strategy is used to solve several Microelectronics Center
of North Carolina (MCNC) and International Symposium on
Circuits Systems (ISCAS) benchmark problems, and compu-
tational results and comparisons are presented and discussed.

2. Estimation models of the power and area for
two-input AND/XOR gate circuits

In low power mapping for AND/XOR circuits, we need
to decompose a multi-input gate into a network of two-input
gates. Figure 1 shows the model for two-input AND/XOR
gates, where AAND and AXOR represent the area cost of AND
gates and XOR gates. Cin A and Cin B are the input capacitance
and Cout is the output capacitance. Thus, for any AND/XOR
circuit includingm two-input ANDgates and n two-input XOR
gates, its area estimation model is given by

Earea D mAAND C nAXOR: (1)
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Fig. 1. Gate-level power model for CMOS circuits.

Power consumption consists of dynamic and static compo-
nents in static CMOS digital circuits. Static loses are related to
leakage and become significant in today’s nanometer technolo-
giesŒ12�. Dynamic components directly depend on the switch-
ing frequency, which accounts for about 80% of the total power
consumptionŒ1�. So, only dynamic power dissipation is consid-
ered in this paper. If the wastage of output voltage is ignored,
for any AND/XOR circuit holding a node set V , its power es-
timation model is

Epow D 0:5V 2
ddfclk

X
v2V

hX
Cin.v/ C

X
Cout.v/

i
Esw.v/;

(2)
where Vdd is the supply voltage, fclk is the clock frequency,
and

P
Cin.v/ and

P
Cout.v/ are the input and output capaci-

tance at a node v. Esw.v/ is the switching activity at node v,
which represents the switch times of logic value at a node v

in one clock cycle. In logic synthesis for AND/XOR circuits,
Vdd and fclk cannot be modified as the fixed technology, andP

Cin.v/,
P

Cout.v/ or Esw.v/ can be optimized in physics
design or technology mapping.

3. Low power mapping for AND/XOR circuits

If the signals are random variables in AND/XOR circuits,
we define the signal probability of a node v as the probability of
v being 1, denoted by pr(v/, or the probability of v being 0 is 1 –
pr(v/. The zero delay and spatial temporal independent model
is assumed, where gate delays are assumed to be zero and thus
signal transitions are ignored due to a glitch, primary inputs are
assumed to be uncorrelated and the present input signal value is
independent of those in the pastŒ9�. In static logic, the switching
activity Esw.v/ of a note v can be written asŒ9�

Esw.v/ D 2pr.v/.1 � pr.v//: (3)

If the input signal probabilities and a decomposition tree
are given, the probability of the internal signal can be computed
as follows. For a two-input AND gate z D xy, letŒ7�

pr.z/ D pr.x/pr.y/: (4)
For a two-input XOR gate z D x ˚ y, letŒ8�

pr.z/ D pr.x/ C pr.y/ � 2pr.x/pr.y/: (5)
In low power mapping for static AND/XOR circuits, given

an n-input and m-output AND/XOR with the signal probabil-
ities of primary inputs pr(x0/, pr(x1/, . . . , pr(xn�1/, we con-
struct a tree T = (V , E/ of two-input AND/XOR gates with

the primary inputs as its leaves and the outputs as its roots such
that

Esw.T / D

X
v2V

2pr.v/.1 � pr.v// (6)

is minimized, where pr(v/ is the signal probability of a note v.
The analysis of Eq. (3) shows that (1) Esw.z/ monotoni-

cally increases with the increase in pr(z/ if 0 < pr.z/ < 0:5,
(2) Esw.z/ monotonically decreases with the decrease in pr(z/

if 0:5 6 pr.z/ < 1, and (3) Esw.z/ is no greater than 0.5. Let
minfa, bg equal the lesser of a and b, and the switching activ-
ity minimization of two-input gate circuits is realized by using
Min-Huffman algorithm with minfpr.z/; 1 � pr.z/gŒ7�.

It is known that pr(z/ monotonically increases with the in-
crease in pr.x/ (pr.y// and pr(z/ is no greater than pr.x/ and
pr.y/ by analyzing Eq. (4). A low power mapping algorithm
for the multi-input AND gate is described as follows.
Algorithm 1

(1) Sort the input variables of multi-input AND gates in de-
scending order of signal probability; the variables whose signal
probability is not greater than 0.5 include into the setC1, or the
variables whose signal probability is greater than 0.5 include
into the set C2.

(2) Go to step 3 if the number of elements is no less than
2 in C1; otherwise, insert the elements in C1 into the side of
minimum signal probability in C2 and go to step 4.

(3) Combine the two variables of minimum signal proba-
bility in C1, delete these two variables in C1, insert the output
variable into the side of minimum signal probability in C1, and
return to step 2.

(4) Go to step 6 if the number of elements is no greater
than 2 in C2; otherwise, go to step 5.

(5) Go to step 6 if minfthe product of the signal probabili-
ties of the two variables of minimum signal probability, the re-
sult of 1 minus the product of the signal probabilities of the two
variables of minimum signal probabilityg is less than minfthe
product of signal probabilities of the two variables of maxi-
mum signal probability, the result of 1 minus the product of
signal probabilities of the two variables of maximum signal
probabilityg; otherwise, combine the two variables of maxi-
mum signal probability, delete these two variables inC2, insert
the output variable into C2 in order of signal probability, and
return to step 4.

(6) Stop if the number of elements is no greater than 2 in
C2; otherwise, go to step 7.

(7) Combine the two variables of minimum signal proba-
bility in C2, delete these two variables in C2, insert the output
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Fig. 2. Decomposition tree of the logic function f .

variable into the side of minimum signal probability in C2, and
return to step 6.

Analyzing Eq. (5) obtains the following features: (1) pr.z/

monotonic increases with the increase of pr.y/ (pr.x// and
pr.z/ > pr.x/ .pr.z/ > pr.y// if 0 < pr.x/ < 0:5 .0 <

pr.y/ < 0:5/; (2) pr.z/ monotonic decreases with the de-
crease of pr.y/ .pr.x// and pr.z/ > pr.x/.pr.z/ > pr.y//

if 0:5 6 pr.x/ < 1.0:5 6 pr.y/ < 1/; (3) pr.z/ � 0:5 if
pr.x/ D 0:5 .pr.y/ D 0:5/; (4) pr.z/ < 0:5 if 0 < pr.x/ < 0:5

and 0 < pr.y/ < 0:5 .0:5 < pr.x/ < 1 and 0:5 < pr.y/ < 1);
and (5) pr.z/ > 0:5 if 0 < pr.x/ < 0:5 and 0:5 < pr.y/ <

1 .0:5 < pr.x/ < 1 and 0 < pr.y/ < 0:5). A low power
mapping algorithm for a multi-input XOR gate is described as
follows.
Algorithm 2

(1) Sort the input variables of multi-input XOR gates in
descending order ofminfpr.xi /; 1�pr.xi /g. Include these input
variables into the set C1.

(2) Stop if the number of elements is no greater than 2 in
C1; otherwise, go to step 3.

(3) Combine the two variables of minimum minfpr(xi /, 1-
pr(xi /g inC1, delete these two variables inC1, insert the output
variable into C1 in order of minfpr(xi /, 1–pr(xi /g, and return
to step 2.

In summary, there is the simplified description of the low
power mapping algorithm for AND/XOR circuits. For exam-
ple, we suppose that the input signal probabilities for a logic
function f D x2 ˚ Nx3 ˚ x4 ˚ x1x2 Nx3x4 are pr.x1/ D 0:3,
pr.x2/ D 0:4, pr.x3/ D 0:4, and pr.x4/ D 0:7. The decom-
position tree constructed by Algorithm 3 is shown in Fig. 2,
where the summation of switching activities is 3.6731.
Algorithm 3

(1) Multi-input AND gates in AND/XOR circuits are de-
composed by using Algorithm 1. The signal probabilities of
tree roots and the switch activities of notes are evaluated by
Eqs. (4) and (3).

(2) The root notes of AND trees will be the primary inputs
of XOR gates. Multi-input XOR gates in AND/XOR circuits
are decomposed by using Algorithm 2. The switch activities of
notes are evaluated by Eq. (3).

(3) The load capacitances of nodes are calculated accord-

ing to using gates from a given library and the network obtained
by low power mapping. The power and area of the two-input
gate circuit are estimated by Eqs. (2) and (1) based on Vdd, fclk
and the switch activities of notes obtained by steps 1 and 2.

4. Searching the best mixed-polarity

An n-input AND/XOR circuit has 3n MPRM realizations
identified by 3n different polarities, and the searching space
is 3n. If an AND/XOR circuit is implemented with different
polarities, the power and area will be consumed differently.
Hence, searching the best mixed-polarity is to find the best
mixed-polarity so that the cost of circuit is minimal by us-
ing someone searching method according to the cost function
structured in anticipation.

4.1. MPRM expressions and polarity conversions

Any n-input and m-output MPRM realization can be rep-
resented in MPRM expression asŒ4�

f P
k .xn�1; xn�2; � � � ; x0/ D ˚

2n�1X
iD0

bi;k�i ; (7)

where ˚
P

is XOR operator, bi;k 2 f0; 1g is a MRPM co-
efficient, the polarity P can be expressed in a ternary form
as pn�1pn�2: : :p0, the product term �i can be expressed as
Pxn�1 Pxn�2 � � � Px0 and

Pxc D

(
1; ic D 0; pc D 0;

xc ; ic D 1; pc D 0;
.8a/

Pxc D

(
1; ic D 0; pc D 1;

Nxc ; ic D 1; pc D 1;
.8b/

Pxc D

(
Nxc ; ic D 0; pc D 2;

xc ; ic D 1; pc D 2:
.8c/

A MPRM expression is derived from a given Boolean
expression or MPRM expression by applying the polarity
conversions, such as a coefficient-mapŒ13� or tabular tech-
niquesŒ14�. Tabular methods can be used for any number of
variables and are suitable for both hand computation and com-
puter solution. Combining the tabular with the expression way
of multi-output logic functions, let the binary<in�1in�2: : :i0,
om�1om�2: : :o0> denote a minterm or product term in tabular,
where in�1in�2: : :i0 is the subscript of the minterm or product
term, and ok should contain either a 0 or a 1 to indicate the state
of in�1in�2: : :i0 in each fk . Therefore, MPRM expressions are
obtained by using tabular techniques.

Based on the expression method of both minterm expres-
sions and MPRM expressions in tabular, the generation of the
new rows and the deletion of the equivalent rows are executed,
and a mix-polarity conversion algorithm for the conversion
from a given minterm expression to a polarity-P MPRM ex-
pression can be obtained as follows.
Algorithm 4

(1) Read in an n-variable and m-output minterm expres-
sion, and list the minterms in binary form as f< in�1in�2: : :i0,
om�1om�2: : :o0 >l j1 6 l 6 tg, let l D 1; c D n � 1.
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(2) Go to step 5 if pc D 2; otherwise, generate a

new row <in�1in�2: : :icC11ic�1: : :i0, om�1om�2: : :o0>0
l
if

pc D 0 and ic D 0; otherwise, generate a new row
<in�1in�2: : :icC10ic�1: : :i0, om�1om�2: : :o0>0

l
if pc D 1 and

ic D 1; let l D l C 1, if l 6 t , then repeat step 2.
(3) Compare all newly generated rows with the original

rows. If a pair of rows have the same in�1in�2: : :i0, then the
bitwise XOR operator is used for om�1om�2: : :o0 in these
two rows. Delete these two rows if the result is 0; otherwise,
om�1om�2: : :o0 of this original row is covered by the result
and this newly generated row is deleted;

(4) Add the remaining newly generated rows into the tail
of the original rows queue, reverse ic of <in�1in�2: : :ic : : :i0,
om�1om�2: : :o0> in table if pc D 1.

(5) Let l D 1; c D c � 1, if c > 0, then return to step 2;
otherwise, the table represents the polarity-P MPRM expres-
sion.

Tabular rows are dealt with by using AND/XOR operators
under different polarity one by one. Mixed-polarity conversion
algorithm for conversion forms a given polarity-PS MPRM ex-
pression to a polarity-PD MPRM expression, is described as
follows:
Algorithm 5

(1) Read in an n-variables and m-output polarity-PS
MPRM expression, and list product terms in binary form as
f<in�1in�2: : :i0, om�1om�2: : :o0>l j1 6 l 6 tg, let Q D

PS ˚ PD D .qn�1qn�2: : :q0/3, where qc D .pc/S ˚ .pc/D; l D

1; c D n � 1.
(2) Go to step 5 if qc D 0; otherwise, generate

a new row <in�1in�2: : :icC10ic�1: : :i0, om�1om�2: : :o0>0
l

if qc D 1 and ic D 1; otherwise, generate a
new row <in�1in�2: : :icC11ic�1: : :i0, om�1om�2: : :o0>0

l
if

qc D 2 and ic D 0; otherwise, generate a new row
<in�1in�2: : :icC10ic�1: : :i0, om�1om�2: : :o0>0

l
if qc D 3 and

(qc/S D 2 and ic D 1; otherwise, generate a new row
<in�1in�2: : :icC11ic�1: : :i0, om�1om�2: : :o0>0

l
if qc D 3 and

(pc/S D 1 and ic = 0, let l D l + 1, if l 6 t , then repeat step 2.
(3) Compare all newly generated rows with the original

rows. If a pair of rows have the same in�1in�2: : :i0, then the
bitwise XOR operator is used for om�1om�2: : :o0 in these
two rows. Delete this two rows if the result is 0; otherwise,
om�1om�2: : :o0 of this original row is covered by the result
and this newly generated row is deleted.

(4) Add the remaining newly generated rows into
the tail of the original rows queue. Reverse ic of
<in�1in�2: : :ic : : :i0; om�1om�2: : :o0> in table if qc D 3.

(5) Let l = 1, c D c�1, if c >0, then return to step 2; other-
wise, the table represents the polarity-PD MPRM expression.

4.2. An algorithm of searching the best mixed-polarity

The cost function is an important measure of the circuit
performance. Usually, the lower the cost value, the higher the
performance. To get the integrated optimization of the area and
power, the cost function Cost(P / of an AND/XOR circuit un-
der a polarity P is constructed as

Cost.P / D Earea.P /w=Earea max C Epow.P /.1 � w/=

Epow max; .9/

Table 1. Parameters of gates in mcnc.genlib.
Gate Area (unit) Cin A (nF) Cin B (nF) Cout (nF)
AND 3 2 2 1
XOR 5 4 4 2

where Earea.P / and Epow.P / can be evaluated by Eqs. (1) and
(2), Earea max and Epow max are the maximum area and power
obtained by an exhaustive searching process, and w is the
weighting given to components area and power, 0 6 w 6 1, as
input by the user. A lower value of w stresses on power mini-
mization, or a higher value of w tends to area optimization.

The best mixed-polarity of AND/XOR circuits can be ob-
tained by using an exhaustive searching method. In the search-
ing process, the first MPRM expression is converted from a
given Boolean expression by using Algorithm 4, and other
MPRM expressions are converted from a MPRM expression
under neighbor polarity by using Algorithm 5. A Gray code
of single-bit-difference ternary strings is used for traversing
all polarities in the shortest computation time. Based on the
analysis of Algorithm 5, we know that the polarity 0$1 con-
version is the most effective, the polarity 0$2 conversion is
the second, and the polarity 1$2 conversion is the least. So,
the evolution of Gray code is 1! 0! 2! 2! 0! 1. For ex-
ample, the route for a 2-varible Gray code is 11! 10! 12!

02! 00! 01! 21! 20! 22. An algorithm of searching the
mixed-polarity can be characterized as follows:
Algorithm 6

(1) TheMPRM expression under polarity (11. . . 1)3 is con-
verted from a given Boolean expression by using Algorithm 4.
The MPRM expression is mapped by Algorithm 5, the power
and area of the AND/XOR circuit are estimated by Eqs. (2)
and (1), the cost of circuit is evaluated by Eq. (9), and the best
solution is initialized;

(2) The current polarity is achieved based on Gray code.
The MPRM expression under current polarity is converted
from the MPRM expression under neighbor polarity by using
Algorithm 5. The power and area of the AND/XOR circuit are
estimated by Eqs. (2) and (1), and the cost of the circuit is eval-
uated by Eq. (9);

(3) Update the best solutions based on the minimum cost
value. Stop and output the best polarity if each polarity has been
traversed; otherwise, return step 2.

5. Experimental results

The proposed algorithms have been coded in C and simu-
lated using a Pentium-IV processor on a Linux environment. In
our program, we applied our algorithms on the standard PLA
format of the ISCAS and MCNC benchmark. If there was no
PLA format, then we applied SIS to convert from other formats
to the PLA format. We used the minimizer SIS Espresso for
getting the minimal two-level AND/OR circuits from selected
benchmarksŒ6�.

In the simulation, the clock frequency and supply volt-
age were assumed to be 20 MHz and 5 V, and the SIS
mcnc.genlib library was used for mapping. The main para-
meters of mcnc.genlib are shown in Table 1, where ‘Area’ is
the area cost of the single gate, and ‘Cin A’, ‘Cin B’ and ‘Cout’
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Table 2. Comparison of results between the optimization method for MPRM realizations, FPRM realizations and AND/OR circuits.

Benchmark
MPRM

FPRMŒ9� AND/ORŒ7�
w D 0:00 w D 0:25 w D 0:50 w D 0:75 w D 1:00

Name In/Out Area Power Area Power Area Power Area Power Area Power Area Power Area Power
tcheck 3/3 11 21.7 11 21.7 11 21.7 11 21.7 11 21.7 11 21.72 21 36.68
ver 4/1 44 78.5 44 78.5 44 78.5 44 78.5 44 78.5 56 104.14 54 87.44
xor5 5/1 20 50.0 20 50.0 20 50.0 20 50.0 20 50.0 20 50.00 237 312.23
rd53 5/3 160 298.7 160 298.7 160 298.7 160 298.7 160 298.7 160 298.74 459 637.07
newapla2 6/7 105 146.0 111 141.5 105 146.0 105 146.0 122 141.0 138 144.64 105 146.04
pope 6/48 3302 4086.4 3302 4086.4 3302 4086.4 3302 4086.4 3302 4086.4 3416 4512.15 3942 5565.15
rd73 7/3 678 1122.6 678 1122.6 678 1122.6 678 1122.6 678 1122.6 678 1122.55 2619 3206.26
max128 7/24 3129 3461.3 3284 3276.6 3284 3276.6 3129 3461.3 3751 3185.8 3447 4726.62 2460 3481.34
rd84 8/4 1250 1995.6 1250 1995.6 1250 1995.6 1250 1995.6 1250 1995.6 1250 1995.60 6111 7085.89
sqrt8 8/4 397 576.6 397 576.6 397 576.6 397 576.6 397 576.6 397 576.62 477 697.86
f51m 8/8 786 1175.6 786 1175.6 786 1175.6 786 1175.6 786 1175.6 786 1175.63 951 1346.47
9sym 9/1 663 3435.5 663 3435.5 663 3435.5 663 3435.5 2252 3435.5 2252 3435.49 2661 3249.86
apex4 9/19 21503 20129.0 22595 13987.3 22449 14100.6 22449 14100.6 22595 13987.3 22149 22708.08 27606 31236.18
prom1 9/40 37985 18683.6 38221 18476.6 37985 18683.6 37985 18683.6 47466 17862.5 47126 45992.45 60966 67775.03
newtpla2 10/4 203 219.7 203 219.7 203 219.7 203 219.7 203 219.7 205 225.88 210 277.67
sao2 10/4 2200 2049.2 2209 2021.8 2209 2021.8 2209 2021.8 2209 2021.8 2791 2617.17 1575 1885.15
br1 12/8 1027 801.6 1030 792.0 1030 792.0 1030 792.0 1030 792.0 2572 2095.47 1266 1331.63
newapla 12/10 331 354.7 331 354.7 331 354.7 331 354.7 331 354.7 331 354.70 318 434.99

Fig. 3. Improvement in power and area for MPRM minimization over (a) FPRM realizations and (b) AND/OR minimization with different w.

are the input and output capacitance.
In our experiments, the signal probability of each pri-

mary input was set to 0.5, and 18 medium and small bench-
mark instances were selected randomly for testing. To evalu-
ate the effectiveness of our algorithm, for 5 different w, the
results obtained by our optimization method compared with
those obtained by the optimization method for FPRM realiza-
tions in Ref. [9] and AND/OR circuits optimization in Ref. [7].
The results are shown in Table 2. The name of benchmark
(‘name’), the number of input and output (‘in’ and ‘out’), the
area (unit) and power (�W) of circuits (‘area ’and ‘power’),
the results of using our method, the optimization method for
FPRM realizations and AND/OR circuits (‘MPRM’, ‘FPRM’
and ‘AND/OR’) are presented.

Table 2 shows that results obtained by our algorithm are
much better than the optimization method for FPRM realiza-
tions, where we have a power saving up to 44.22% and an area
saving up to 14.13% on average, and results obtained by our
algorithm are much better than the optimization method for
AND/OR circuits in the cases of xor5, rd53, rd73, rd84, prom1
and br1, where we have a power saving up to 60.09% and an

area saving up to 32.72% on average. Figures 3(a) and 3(b)
show that a graphical representation of the power and area im-
provements in MPRM minimization over FPRM realizations
andAND/ORminimization, where it obtains the following fea-
tures: (1) the area of circuits can be minimized when w D 0,
but the ability of power optimization is poor; (2) both the power
and the area can be optimized if 1 < w < 0, and the perfor-
mance of integrated optimization is best when w D 0:5; and
(3) the power of circuits is optimal when w D 1, yet the ability
of area optimization is worse. The CPU time of our algorithm is
proportional to the scale of circuits. The overall simulation time
for large circuits like newapla is over 33 min, or for smaller cir-
cuits like tcheck almost 0.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, low power mapping for AND/XOR circuits
with switching activity minimization is addressed and its appli-
cation in searching the best polarity is discussed. We presented
a fast low power mapping algorithm for AND/XOR circuits
that attempts to minimize the switching activity of nodes. In
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this algorithm, we structured estimation models of the power
and area for AND/XOR circuits to measure the cost of cir-
cuits. Finally, we proposed searching the best mixed-polarity
algorithm to optimize the cost of MPRM circuits based on
the polarity conversion algorithms and the exhaustive search-
ing method. We experiment with our algorithms against the
well-known benchmarks. The experimental results show that
searching the best mixed-polarity algorithm can effectively re-
duce both the power and the area compared with the traditional
optimization algorithms, and the best integrated optimization
of power and area is found to be w � 0:5. For an n-input
AND/XOR circuit, the searching space is 3n. Searching the
best polarity algorithm is infeasible in CPU time for large-scale
logic circuits. In the future, we will develop a searching algo-
rithm combined byMonte Carlo algorithms, which can find the
near optimal solutions in the polynomial time.
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